[Relationship of distribution frequency of HLA antigen/antibody and PIRCHE score with DSA production and AMR occurrence].
Objective: To analyze the distribution frequency of HLA antigen gene and antibody, and explore the relationship of PIRCHE score with DSA production and AMR occurrence. Methods: Kidney transplantation cases of department Kidney transplantation, the First Hospital of Xi'an Jiaotong University from November 2013 to June 2017 were included in our study. HLA high resolution typing were detected with LAB Type (TM) SSO method. HLA classⅠ & Ⅱ antibody detection were tested by LAB screen Single Antigen beads with Luminex 200 technology. PIRCHE score were graded with PIRCHE score system. Results: HLA high resolution classification data of 798 recipients and 409 donors showed that HLA A2, A11, A24 were common in HLA A locus; HLA B46, B51 B60, B35, B62, B61 were common in HLA B locus; HLA DR9, DR4, DR15, DR12, DR7, DR11 were common in HLA DR locus; HLA DQ7, DQ6, DQ5, DQ9, DQ2 were common in HLA DQ locus. The positive cases of HLA class Ⅰ & Ⅱ antibody and DSA were 105, 40 and 32, respectively. The most common of HLA class Ⅰ antibody were A24 and B7 antibody; the most common of HLA class Ⅱ antibody was DQ antibody, including DQ2, DQ9, DQ4, DQ6, DQ7 and DQ8. PIRCHE scores of living donor transplantation recipients were significantly lower than DCD group (P<0.01). PIRCHE score of DSA(+) and DSA(+)AMR(+) group were markedly higher than that of DSA(-)and DSA(+)AMR(-)group, respectively(P<0.05); analysis of ROC curve on PIRCHE scores could predict DSA production and AMR occurrence. The AUC for prediction DSA production was 0.80, and the critical value was 115.5. For prediction of AMR, the AUC was 0.89 and the critical value was 133.5. Conclusions: The common HLA antigens have stronger immunogenicity, and easy to stimulate the body to produce HLA antibodies; matching of common antigen sites and HLA class Ⅱ antigen should be attached importance before kidney transplantation. PIRCHE score can predict the generation of DSA and the occurrence of AMR effectively. PIRCHE score for HLA match, is more sensitive than traditional methods, and contains more information.